
Benefits of TrinAuto 
Mfg.: 
 
 All-in-One Business 

Software 
 
 Built on the 

Microsoft Platform 
 
 Single View into 

All Systems 

 Scanning/Labeling 

 Shipping/Receiving 

 Confirmation 

 Forecasting  
 Inventory Management 

 Manufacturing 

 Financial Management 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Auto Scanning:  
 Toyota 

 General Motors 

 Honda 

 Subaru 

 Plus many more 
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What is TrinAuto Mfg.?   

TrinSoft has extended the capabilities of Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central to 

provide automotive manufacturing companies with an all-in-one business software 
that will provide their users a single view into all aspects of their organization. This 
solution will help companies to maximize revenue, increase efficiency, and grow 
customer engagement through its fully integrated offerings ranging from scanning, 
receiving, shipping, confirmation, forecasting, financial management, reporting, and 
much more! 

 
The TrinAuto Mfg. app was one of the first solutions certified as an accepted alternative 
to the Toyota Shipping Confirmation System (SCS). 

 
Imbedded within our solution is a specific scanning function that can be used on any 
Android, Apple, or Windows mobile device, which enables your warehouse users to 
disconnect from a tethered scanner and to work independently of a laptop or PC. The 
scanning application is completely integrated within the ERP solution, which will save 
you time and money by eliminating duplicate entry. 

 
TrinAuto Mfg. will enable your organization to have complete visibility to the orders on a 
pallet, pallets within a trailer, and real-time visibility to order and confirmation status 
along with notifications and triggers of possible late or delayed shipments. 

 
The TrinAuto Mfg. is built on top of the award-winning Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business 
Central software, which includes out of the box inventory management, warehouse 
management, and strong manufacturing solutions. 

 
With TrinSoft being headquartered in central Kentucky, in the heart of the I-75 
corridor, we are uniquely located to support and provide our services to many of the 
tier 1 and 2 suppliers that supply many of the largest automotive manufacturers. 
 
 

Reasons to Choose TrinSoft 
 
 SCS Compliant 
 Highest level of certifications as a Gold Certified Microsoft ERP Partner 
 
 Available as a cloud-based hosted solution that requires no hardware or 

other infrastructure besides connectivity  
 Use our unique industry-specific RapidLaunch process to be LIVE in 60 days 

 100+ ERP implementations and Go-Lives 

 200+ active clients in 17 states 

 Fixed price setup, training and other installation services so there are no surprises 

 Convert your existing data so you don’t have to re-key records 

 Affordable and flexible pricing options 

 On-line support database and training courses available at no additional charge 
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